PC Computer Repair in Chichester, our top 5 faults.
We undertake a lot of PC Repairs in Chichester here at Bluefish Computer Services; the following is a
list of our 5 most common computer repairs and some possible fixes. This is just a brief guide; all of
these faults can have many causes so if you are unsure it’s always best to seek the help of a
professional.

Failing hard disk. The symptoms can vary and include things like your PC not starting into
Windows or freezing during start-up to it running very slowly or crashing during normal use.
FIX: Depending on the level of damage to the disk data can be recovered, a new hard disk installed,
the operating system reinstalled and the data copied back.

Cracked laptop screens. Normally caused by the laptop being dropped, trodden on or the lid
closed with excessive force.
FIX: We supply and fit new laptop screens on a regular basis as well as undertaking other more
general laptop repairs in Chichester.

Desktop / Laptop PC failing to start. When the power button is pressed nothing happens
or the computer briefly switches on but them powers off again.
FIX: There are a number of possible fixes including replacing the power supply if it’s gone bad,
changing the laptop power jack, checking the memory chips etc.

Slow computer. The computer is running slow, hard drive lights might be constantly on or using
Internet explorer or another browser is very slow.
FIX: This could be caused by a whole list of different things including, excessive start-up programs,
low memory, failing hard disk and many more.

Liquid spill. Liquid spilt on a laptop or desktop computer.
FIX: Quick action needs to be taken by you first. Switch off the PC remove any power and battery
and wipe excess liquid off then seek the help of a professional. We can inspect the internal
components to determine if any damage has occurred and fix or recover data.
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